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From the single hydrogen to proteins in the hundreds of thousands

of kilodaltons, scientists can use the electronic structure of interacting atoms

to predict their material properties. Knowing the material properties through

solving the electronic structure problem, would allow for the controlled predic-

tion and corresponding design of materials. The Kohn-Sham equations, based

on density functional theory, transform a many-body problem impossible to

solve for anything but the smallest molecules, into a practical problem which

can be used to predict material properties. Although KSDFT scales as the

cube of the number of electrons in the system, there are additional well docu-

mented approximations to further reduce the number of electrons, such as the

pseudopotential method.

The incoming exascale era will lead to unavoidable challenges in solving

the Kohn-Sham equations. These challenges include communication and hard-

ware considerations. Old paradigms, epitomized by repeated series of globally
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forced synchronization points, will give way to new breeds of algorithms to

maximizing scaling performance while maintaining portability.

This thesis focuses on the solution to Kohn-Sham DFT in real space

at scale. Key to this effort is a parallel treatment of numerical elements in-

volving the Rayleigh-Ritz method. At minimum, the Rayleigh-Ritz projection

requires a number of distributed matrix vector operations equal to the number

of electrons solved for in a system. Furthermore, the projection requires that

number, squared and then halved, of dot products. The memory cost for such

an algorithm also grows very large quickly, and explicit intelligent manage-

ment is not an option. I demonstrate the computational requirements for the

various steps in solving for the electronic structure problem for both large and

small molecular systems. This thesis also discusses opportunities in real space

Kohn-Sham DFT to further utilize floating point optimized hardware the with

higher order stencils.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientists and engineers have continually attempted to predict and char-

acterize various materials, utilizing available theories or creating entirely new

ones. Density functional theory (DFT) is arguably one of the more impactful

theories in the physical sciences in the modern age, having assisted in the un-

derstanding of materials. Walter Kohn’s and L. Sham’s 1964 seminal paper

offers a tractable approach to calculating electronic structure [1], and is ob-

viously of great merit. For his development of the density-functional theory,

Kohn shared the 1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry with John A. Pople, who

was rewarded for his own development of computational methods in quantum

chemistry [2].

To understand the impact of DFT on materials science, we must un-

derstand the need for practical methods to predict materials properties. While

inherent computational limitations often restrict our efforts to more empirical

approaches, materials scientists have always worked towards attaining accu-

rate ab initio approaches. Such first principles approaches, lacking empirically

defined parameters, capture the underlying physical phenomena rather than

the known quantities. For characterizing and understanding materials through

1



their electronic interactions, solving the Schrödinger’s many-body wave equa-

tion Equation 1.1 (MBWE) provides incredibly accurate information on the

interactions of an entire system.

HΨ = εΨ (1.1)

Unfortunately, it leads to intractable problems for all but the smallest molecules.

Having the applicable theory but lacking methods of calculation led to the oft-

cited epigraph from Dirac [2]. DFT serves as that tractable method, along with

pseudopotentials and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

...It therefore becomes desirable
that approximate practical
methods of applying quantum
mechanics should be developed,
which can lead to an explanation
of the main features of complex
atomic systems without too
much computation.

Dirac, 1929 [2]

R1

R2

RM

r1
r2 rN

O

Figure 1.1: An example atomic system.

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclei, (1 to M , at coor-

dinates RJ) in Figure 1.1 are much more massive than the electrons and are

2



essentially fixed in space. The nuclei coordinates can be treated as classical

parameters allowing the separation between the electronic and nuclear wave

functions [3].

(Te + TM + UMM + UeM + Uee) Ψ = εΨ (1.2)

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation justifies the separation of the

nuclear portion from the rest of the wave functions, and removes the respec-

tive contributions to the Hamiltonian (terms TMM and UMM in Equation 1.2).

Solving the remaining electronic terms (1.3)are what most electronic structure

methods spend most of their time. In the rest of this work, H and Ψ im-

ply their electronic parts. Several formalisms followed the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation, including the Hartree-Fock (1935). Even with a reduction in

computational complexity, these formalisms remained largely unused due to

remaining computational challenges. The advent of computers changed the

ability to tackle the repeated Slater-Determinants seen in the Hartree-Fock.

HΨ = [Te + UeM + Uee] Ψ = εΨ (1.3)

Te
(
rN
)

= − ~2

2m

N∑
i=1

∇2
ri

(1.4)

UeM
(
rN ,RM

)
= −

M∑
K=1

N∑
i=1

ZKe
2

4πε0|RK − ri|
(1.5)

Uee
(
rN
)

=
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

e2

4πε0|ri − rj|
(1.6)

Where H Hamiltonian, Ψ wave functions, ε energies, e electron, M a nuclei

3



Thomas and Fermi independently proposed that the full electronic den-

sity is the underlying quantity in the many-body problem for an electron gas.

This Thomas-Fermi jellium approximation (or homogenous electron gas) has

a fairly severe failing in the handling of the kinetic energy. Over 30 years later,

in their 1964 Physical Review paper, Hohenberg and Kohn presented a more

rigorous mathematical treatment of the electron density approach [4]. They

proved that the electronic density uniquely determines the effective potential

veff , and determines the Hamiltonian H, to within a constant. The electronic

density ρ determines the ground state many-body wave function Ψ.

[
−1

2
∇2 + vtot(r)

]
ϕi(r) = εiϕi(r) (1.7)

vtot(r) = vion(r) + vH(r) + vxc(r) (1.8)

ρ(r) = 2
Nocc∑
i

|ϕi(r)|2 (1.9)

The next year, Walter Kohn and L. Sham developed density functional

theory (DFT) [1]. Within this framework, they introduced the local density

approximation (LDA), Equation 1.10,

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r) εxc [ρ] d r⇒ vxc(r) =

δExc
δρ(r)

(1.10)

Kohn-Sham DFT is a more tractable framing of the electronic structure

problem than the MBWE. Without LDA, these equations are exact solutions

to the ground state solutions to the MBWE, but achievable at a fraction of

the computational cost. These equations marked the beginning of an ab initio

4



approach to electronic structure calculations. The resulting equations com-

prise a nonlinear eigenproblem with computational complexity that scales as

O(N3
electrons), comparing favorably when compared to other quantum methods

that can scale as poorly as O(N7
e ).

There are still issues with the computational complexity of the DFT

approach. One concern is the number of basis functions needed to span the

solution space. The number of basis functions increases linearly with the

number of electrons in a system. DFT methods to solve the results generally

scaled as O(N3
e ). While far better than the O(MK) scaling of Schrödinger’s

equation, even modestly sized molecules like the bucky-ball C60 have hundreds

of states that require spanning with basis functions. Past the second row in

the periodic table, all atoms have at least 10 electrons. This is a difficulty

with so called “all electron” calculations. The fight against what is effectively

a computational prefactor was already underway.

During the development of DFT, others continued to work on their ba-

sis set solutions to the Hartree-Fock approach [5]. There is a very intense focus

on finding the next way to reduce the burden of the calculation of such large

basis sets. A sort of pseudo-potential was proposed by Hellman in the 1930s

and then later Herring, with several others adding to the fray [6], but it is J.

Phillips [7] who is often recognized for his empirical pseudopotentials for silicon

and germanium. The pseudopotential approximation acts as a method of sep-

arating out the tightly bound electrons in the core orbitals while retaining the

valence electrons. As valence electrons determine a large portion of bonding

5



and structural chemistry, they achieve remarkable accuracy. As pseudopoten-

tials reduce the number of electrons requiring consideration, pseudopotentials

also achieve a remarkable speedup.

DFT promises ground state properties with the exact density func-

tional. Formulating a first principles pseudopotential theory allows compu-

tation of the ground state properties. Hamann, Schlüter, and Chiang intro-

duced a new form of ab initio pseudopotentials by the same name (HSC).

Their method of construction introduced a norm-conserving requirement [8],

in which the norm of the all electron and pseudo wave functions to some cutoff

radius rc, as in Equation 1.13. Kleinman and Bylander improved on the effi-

ciency of the norm conserving pseudopotential through a transformation into

a projection operator. Projection of the difference between a chosen angular

momentum l, called the local component, and all other nonlocal l [9], enables

fast calculation of pseudopotential contributions. Pseudopotentials quickly

became a strong approximation for electronic structure calculations. There

are many different norm conserving recipes, and two other notable formula-

tions are those of Troullier-Martins [10] and Rappe [11]. We tend to use the

improved Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials and wave functions, which only

have one parameter per angular momentum, a cutoff radius rlc.

Since then, scientists have actively used DFT to calculate and examine

a multitude of properties around them. A simple search reveals that there exist

DFT treatments of nearly every compound that would allow it. In using DFT

to calculate a self-consistent electronic structure, we can derive many physi-
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cal and electronic quantities, including, but not limited to, interatomic forces,

their respective bond strengths, lattice constants, stable structures, transport

properties, and band structures. From these quantities we can further ex-

plore other related characteristics and methodologies, such as Raman spectra,

Atomic Force Microscopy, and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy [12, 13]. With

the ability to help explain and debug results from physical experiments on a

quantum level, and computational power continuing to grow year after year,

DFT enables the analysis of a plethora of characteristics yet unexplained.

As computers continue their increase in speed over the years, and tran-

sistor manufacturing processes reach sizes that DFT can actually contend with,

we now seem finally to be within reach of calculating not just molecules and in-

finite crystals, but actual complex systems of interest, such as macro molecules

and biological enzymes. DFT is not the only method in the community that

achieves verifiable results; but it is one of the cheapest that directly contends

with the MBWE and related quantum effects.

1.1 Overview of Research

I contribute to a number of research projects and efforts in the Center

for Computational Materials at the University of Texas. This thesis focuses

on three major aspects of my work. First, I tender an explanation of the chal-

lenges that specifically face DFT and Chebyshev filtering subspace iterations as

a method in the era of increasingly parallel and low level computing. Second, I

present an in-depth examination of the work in parallelizing the Rayleigh-Ritz
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portion of the algorithm, and statistics for PARSEC involving up to tens of

thousands of atoms, the current state of the Chebyshev filtering and matrix-

vector operator (matvec). These simulations utilized more than 100 million

grid points with tens of thousands of states, on both the Intel Knights Landing

(KNL) as well as older Haswell systems. Third, I demonstrate and examine

higher order stencils for nonlocal contributions on computational complexity in

both the matvec representing the Hamiltonian and the post process calculation

of forces. I provide visualizations as to the reasons that certain communica-

tion avoiding strategies are incompatible with our matvec. I conclude with

work done with hodft to demonstrate improved characteristics of molecular

dynamics simulations.

1.2 Pseudopotential Real Space Density Functional The-
ory

Starting from Equation 1.7, we seek to solve the Kohn-Sham equations

in real space without the use of a particular basis set. Solving the problem

in real space (instead of Fourier space) has specific advantages, discussed by

Chelikowsky, Saad, and Troullier [26], when compared to alternative O(N3)

methods like plane waves. There exist inherent communication issues with

methods that consistently require Fourier transforms and the resulting col-

lective global communications, which take the form of All-to-All collectives.

Real space formulations deal with charged clusters better, and also result in

sparse Hamiltonian operators, which can be both a help and hindrance in
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today’s computational regime. Some physicists dismiss real space electronic

structure efforts [27]; the attitude is inconsistent with the success of Hasegawa

et al [28, 29] in winning the 2011 ACM Gordon Bell Prize for Sustained Per-

formance Prize. Real space DFT powers scientific applications that push the

boundaries of high performance computing (HPC) and electronic structure

calculations.

In formulating pseudopotential DFT in real space, we define a regular

uniform grid with grid spacing h = hx = hy = hz < 1 bohr, such that a set of

indices could map to each of the coordinates of the 1..N points on the grid. We

solve the wave functions Ψ on these grid points. Atoms 1..M have specified

positions RJ in the domain, and do not move from the initial setup except in

molecular dynamics. We employ a finite difference approximation to represent

the Laplacian operator, typically encompassing the 12 neighboring grid points

on each of the Cartesian coordinate axes (1.11).

∇2ψ (x, y, z) =
6∑

k=−6

6∑
j=−6

6∑
i=−6

Cijkψ (x+ i · h, y + j · h, z + k · h) (1.11)

We formulate the Hartree potential, vH as the solution to Poisson’s equation

(1.12), which we solve through either a conjugate gradient method or multipole

expansion, and typically utilize LDA for the exchange-correlation potential vxc.

−∇2vH(r) = 4πρ(r) (1.12)

Occasionally we use generalized gradient approximations (GGA) in place of

LDA; but we typically appreciate the computational simplicity of LDA.
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1.3 Pseudopotentials

We use Improved Troullier-Martins [10] style pseudopotentials in our

DFT algorithms. We are not limited to the Improved Troullier-Martins pseu-

dopotential (TM2) recipe, but it is our standard use, and we have found suc-

cess with them in predicting even more complex physical interactions, such as

atomic force microscopy [12,13]. Pseudopotentials allow for a further reduction

in the number of states considered in a given problem through representation

of core states as a potential. These potentials replacing the core states acting

on the valence electrons drastically reduces computational costs, which again

scale with the number of electrons in the system. By definition the pseudopo-

tentials and pseudo wave functions replicate the all-electron eigenvalues in an

atomic configuration. Generating pseudo wave functions and pseudopotentials

for each l from only the atomic electronic configuration strengthens the claim

of ab initio methodology. The general nature of pseudo wave functions and

pseudopotentials requires us to address the concept of transferability. A pseu-

dopotential’s transferability is the characterization of effectiveness of a pseu-

dopotential created in one molecular system achieving correct results in very

different physical systems. In the case of the TM2 formulation, the recipe cre-

ates pseudopotentials through a full solution of a molecular system consisting

of a single atom with the desired electronic configuration. Imposing several re-

quirements, including spherical symmetry of pseudopotential and pseudo wave

function and conserving a wave function norm as in Equation 1.13.
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rc∫
0

|ψPS(r)|2r2dr′ =

rc∫
0

|ψAE(r)|2r2dr′ (1.13)

Pseudopotentials do draw criticisms, however, thanks to their non-

uniqueness. Also, pseudopotentials are often coupled with the specific choice of

exchange correlation, Vxc, used in the pseudopotentials creation, therefore they

can inherent the same difficulties in quantifying and optimization. Identifying

the underlying qualities of good pseudopotentials a priori is challenging, but

not impossible. On the other hand, identifying what makes a great pseudopo-

tential still remains an active area of research in the Center for Computational

Materials and elsewhere. Poorly created pseudopotentials, or pseudopotentials

extended beyond their limit of transferability, show physical and numerical ef-

fects. These deleterious effects include poor convergence for larger structures.

TM2 pseudopotentials have the following basic recipe requirements and

prescriptions:

1. The pseudopotential energies εPS reproduce the all-electron energies εAE

for the elemental atomic in a spherical Schrödinger equation.

2. The pseudo wave functions take the form of the spherically symmetric

Equation 1.14.

RPS
l (r) = rl exp (p(r)) , p(r) =

12∑
k=0,2,..

ckr
k (1.14)
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3. The pseudowave functions are nodeless as well as identical to RAE(r)

outside cutoff radius rlc.

4. We require their continuity at the cutoff radii ∂
(i)
r RPS

l (rlc), i = 0, 1, ..., 4

5. To qualify as norm-conserving, the TM2 formulation adheres to Equation

1.15

2c0 + ln

[∫ rcl

0

r2(l+1)e [2p (r)− 2c0] dr

]
= ln

[∫ rcl

0

∣∣RAE
l (r)

∣∣2r2dr

]
(1.15)

At that point, we only need to choose cutoff radii rlc and solve the 1D all-

electron calculation for a given electronic configuration (e.g. [1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p1])

of an atom. The silicon pseudo wave functions used in the various nanocluster

calculations are pictured in Figure 1.2.

While improving pseudopotentials to achieve either faster calculations

or more accurate results, another key focus of mine while in the Center for

Computational Materials was to improve the calculated properties resulting

from potentially subpar pseudopotentials. The pseudopotentials can greatly

affect convergence for the system as a whole. The optimization techniques

tried included a custom genetic algorithm that trained itself on the transfer-

ability of pseudopotentials describing a set of binary III-V compounds, varied

convolutions with smoothing functions at cost of accuracy and the use of other

expansional forms instead of exponentials for pseudo wave functions. Eventu-

ally, these approaches were delayed in favor of utilizing the analytic regularity
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Si ( ca nrl nc )
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Figure 1.2: Example silicon pseudo wave functions and pseudopotentials from
our pseudopotential recipe library used in almost all of the silicon nanoclusters.
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of the wave functions taking the form of higher order stencils for more accu-

rate forces, in the prior work of Bobbitt, Schofield, Lena, and Chelikowsky [22].

Through cooperation with J. Neitzel from the Center for Computational Ma-

terials I have further expanded on their application to molecular dynamics.
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Name Purpose Collaborators & Refer-
ences

PARSEC-
2.0

Newest Pseudopotential Algorithm
for Real Space Electronic Calcula-
tions (r2914+), and the focus of
this thesis.

Ariel Biller [14], Kevin
Gott [15], Kai-Hsin
Liou, Intel, Cray,
NERSC, TACC

spdft Specialized real space KSDFT
solver that was the heart of Grady’s
studies into matrix vector and fil-
tering implementation

Grady Schofield [14,16–
18]

parsec-1.4 General purpose real space KSDFT
solver (r1814+).

Alex Lee, Scotty
Bobbit, Yuki
Sakai, Masahiro
Sakurai, Minjung
Kim [14,17–21]

hodft Boutique KSDFT solver exploring
treatment of pseudopotential con-
tributions

Grady Schofield, Scotty
Bobbit, Josh Neitzel
[16,22–25]

PyGA Python framework for optimiza-
tion using genetic algorithms. Spe-
cialty function included the ability
to inform the manager which genes
could affect a test. Tested on bi-
nary III-V compounds

Grady Schofield [16]

cuda-
parsec

Once-off real space DFT solver that
utilized CUDA to explore offloaded
matrix vector products

Table 1.1: Specific acknowledgments of code and collaborations. Each of these
codes marks a huge effort from multiple collaborators and scientists. More
complete statistics, access locations, and revision numbers of these codes to
be provided upon request.
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Chapter 2

Algorithms at Scale

2.1 Exascale Challenges & Considerations

The computational science community at large has determined the in-

coming exascale era to be, in a word, unavoidable; various changes will prove

challenging to algorithms that for years have avoided considering both commu-

nication and hardware restrictions [30]. Old popular paradigms, epitomized

by series of fork-joins, are often utilized thanks to their ease of implementation

and explanation, but must give way to new breeds of algorithms that strive to

both achieve scaling performance while maximizing portability. This chapter

focuses on the solution to the real space formulation of Kohn-Sham DFT uti-

lizing filtering at increasingly large computational scale, especially that of the

Rayleigh-Ritz steps.

As stated in Chapter 1, the Kohn-Sham equations can be solved through

either formulation as an energy minimization problem [31] or as a nonlinear

eigenproblem [32]. We choose to solve the problem as a nonlinear eigenprob-

lem, linearized and iterated to a self consistent solution through fixed point

iterations. We also focus the analysis strictly on the nonlinear eigenproblem,

although thanks to the shared challenges for algorithms in general, we expect
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many of the same arguments concerning performance will follow for the energy

minimization problem routines.

The overview of forming a self consistent solution from the nonlinear

eigenproblem resulting from KSDFT is a relatively straightforward process,

depicted in Figure 2.1. While self consistent approaches for solving eigen-

problems apply to many more problems than just DFT, this approach works

particularly well for DFT thanks to a priori knowledge of the solution in the

form of the superposition of atomic potentials. Assembling the knowledge of

the physical system and initializing the solution as the resulting initial guess

typically accelerates the process, as it typically guarantees the fixed-point con-

dition [32].

While direct solvers that employ diagonalization were the preferred so-

lution method for years, the class of so called iterative approaches became

increasingly popular thanks to the sparsity of some systems [31]. The main

distinction between any direct solver and an iterative solver is the correctness

of the solution at a given stage of the process. A direct solver only presents an

acceptable solution at the end of the algorithm, whereas the iterative solvers re-

sult in acceptable partial solutions much earlier in the process. A well-studied

group of iterative approaches includes Krylov subspace filtering methods, with

which our Chebyshev polynomial filtering can be compared. In DFT as well

as many other eigenproblems, the need for only a small percentage of eigen-

pairs, a much lower number than those available from the system of interest,

drives the applicability of iterative solutions, and has spawned several modern
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Input: h,RM ,Ψl
PS

Select Initial V = Vatomic

Calc initial basis {ψi} (diag)Calc initial basis {ψi} (diag)

ρ(r) = 2
occ∑
i

|ψi|2

VH : −∇2VH = 4πρ(r)

Vxc = f [ρ(r)]

Vnew = fMixing(Vion + VH + Vxc, V )

|Vnew − V | < tol stop Ψi = ϕi

V = Vnew

Filter basis ϕi (with Hnew)+orth.Filter basis ϕi (with Hnew)+orth.

Figure 2.1: Typical approach to a self consistent solution to Kohn-Sham Den-
sity Function Theory within parsec-1.4. The initialization of the basis de-
faulted to a Cheybshev-Davidson approach – and the repeated filtering step
marks the subspace iteration.
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Input: h,RM ,Ψl
PS

Select Initial V = Vatomic

Filter basis ϕi (with Hnew)+orth.

ρ(r) = 2
occ∑
i

|ψi|2

VH : −∇2VH = 4πρ(r)

Vxc = f [ρ(r)]

Vnew = fMixing(Vion + VH + Vxc, V )

|Vnew − V | < tol stop Ψi = ϕi

V = Vnew

Figure 2.2: Typical approach to a self consistent solution to Kohn-Sham Den-
sity Function Theory within parsec-1.4.x – begins with a series of ChebFSI
steps holding potentials constant to approximate eigenpairs before updating
the potentials and repeating ChebFSI as part of the SCF iteration.
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eigendecomposition or diagonalization methods, including specifically Eigen-

value SoLvers for Petaflop-Applications (ELPA) [33, 34], which we utilize for

eigendecomposition step within the framework of our iterative solver.

Thanks to the current trends in the evolution of microprocessors [30,35],

which favor floating point operations instead of memory throughput, achiev-

ing scaling performance with iterative algorithms, or indeed any algorithm

based on vectorwise evolution, will require major reworkings. A very simple

analysis of the floating point operation rate outpacing the memory bandwidth

is achieved through packing the operations together and comparing the time

spent on floating point instructions against memory movement. This rudimen-

tary calculation misses the cost of communication, which will be included later

in this chapter, but paints a rather bleak picture for typical iterative vector

algorithms. This impending requirement affects Chebyshev subspace filter-

ing, and there are several active approaches. Hoemmen [36], Solomonik [37],

and Carson [38], working for James Demmel, take analysis of communication

requirements a step further in their various formulations of communication

avoiding Krylov subspace methods. Our own efforts resulted in a task di-

rected sparse matrix vector operator, which will be outlined in this chapter,

important as task directed methods are currently widely considered the best

way in handling the enormous numbers of processing units in the exascale era.

These advances in the face of challenges give purpose to the results.

When referencing an Exascale supercomputer or cluster, we refer to a

massively parallel supercomputer composed as a collection of nodes, of proces-
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sors and accelerators, composed of cores, composed of threads, with aggregate

simultanous capability of floating point operations per second (FLOP/s) of

1018. I will term a communicant as any of these referenced components that

requires communication with any other. The likely configurations of these

machines [30] involving millions of communicants, heterogeneous both within

a cluster and between clusters, dictate the challenges that current algorithms

will face. Namely, the challenges of exascale revolve around dynamic schedul-

ing of interdependent tasks across nodes, avoiding synchronization, and really

minimizing communication in general. Waiting for millions of communicants

to repeatedly synchronize after reducing and scattering the result is no longer

an option for performant algorithms on modern hardware. Similarly, users

must utilize the hardware and system extensions at every possible level to

ensure that the optimal hardware runs the task at hand.

There are several different manners to attack the most obvious exas-

cale challenges. In spdft, Schofield used surface-volume minimization through

boundary sphere partitions to minimize the amount of memory movement

required by and during computation. This involved heavy usage of remote di-

rect memory access, which utilizes network interface adaptors ability to access

memory to free up the processors from communication tasks. CrayGNI [16]

and Infiniband verbs allow implementations to pin memory in place for the

communication tasks, avoiding continuously created separate buffers and need-

less memory movement. Given the size of our dataset with respect to number

of grid points, number of states, and the number of atoms, M , (see Table 2.2)
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during runs, this is essential to maintaining performance. I furthered the effort

through enabling parallel eigendecomposition through ELPA without changing

the whole of the extremely custom data structures. It proved challenging, but

resulted in self consistent solutions to Si8453H1716 (Figure 2.1) without using

symmetry reductions, on only 125 Edison nodes at National Energy Research

Scientific Computing Center with 1 MPI rank each.

Figure 2.3: Visualization of Si8453H1716 nanocluster atomic positions.

While spdft uses a specialty index plane array that reduces memory

for large system sizes, PARSEC-1.4.x and PARSEC-2.0 utilize a 3-dimensional

Hilbert space filling curve approximation that order the points in the domain as

in Figure 2.4. An example when further decomposed across MPI ranks appears

as Figure 2.5. This ordering, coupled with a stencil approach, allow for a

more readily vectorizing laplacian operator. This ordering and decomposition

strategy has some noted benefits as well as some drawbacks [39], but is typically
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considered cache optimal when considering only the locality and capacity for

vectorization of the laplacian contribution, implemented as stencils, to the

Hamiltonian.

Ψ =:


V0

V1

...

VP−1

 ,Vp =


Ψip,1 · · · Ψip,s

...
. . .

...

Ψip+1−1,1 · · · Ψip+1−1,s

0 0 0


[Ng, s] := dim(Vp)

(2.1)

In describing the grid points, we determine the contiguous data layout. We

have kept the parallel distributed Ψ as V and distributed along only N , as

indicated in Equation 2.1. We should note at this time that Ψ and therefore V

can be either real or complex valued. Finally, note that a vector in Vp has some

amount of padding to ensure that every first entry in a column V p
1,j∀j occurs on

the aligned memory boundary. This means that basic parallel algebra appears

as in Equation 2.2.

cΨi =

Ng∑
k

cV p
ki

dot = Ψi ·Ψj =
P−1∑
p=0

(
Ng∑
k

V p
kiV

p
kj

)

vectorα = ΨTΨj =

Ng∑
k

ΨkαΨkj =
P−1∑
p=0

(
Ng∑
k

V p
kαV

p
kj

)

matrixij = [ΨW ]ij =
s∑
k

ΨikWkj =
s∑
k

V p
ikWkj

(2.2)
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Anytime a
P−1∑
p=0

appears, it indicates the existence of parallel summations

in the form of an all reduce, involving necessary messaging and overhead. We

note that for the non-distributed matrix W , the operation X = ΨW requires

no communication, whereas the dot product X = Ψ · W = ΨTW involves

one message of the full result or a subset involving multiple messages. There

exists an inherent importance to identifying these operations and scheduling

them such that the resulting communications time can spent computing some-

thing else. This overlap of communication and computation for algorithms

utilizing nonblocking communication is a key requirement for performance at

scale [34,40–43]. When overlap is not possible, current hardware and message

overhead prioritizes larger but fewer messages rather than smaller but many

more messages.

2.2 Solution to KSDFT without Direct Diagonalization

A general flow for solving KSDFT that we use in parsec-1.4.x is best

depicted in Figure 2.1, which corresponds to Algorithm 1. Contrasting a more

typical approach depicted in Figure 2.1, we eliminate the diagonalization step

in favor of a more approximate Cheybshev filtering replacement. Many DFT

algorithms solve step 1.4 with either iterative or direct sparse diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian. At scale, this is the mainstay of parsec-1.4.x, resulting

from heavy redevelopment of parsec-1.4.x towards parsec-2.0 as we redeveloped

approaches that would have a chance of performing well as exascale methods.

See Table 1.1 for a brief overview of various approaches and improvements to
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Figure 2.4: Actual space filling curve approximation demonstrating the con-
tiguous traversal in memory across all grid points on parsec-2.0 for Si28H36.
The focus on utilizing a folding block sized as 8 grid points is to enable vec-
torization through the use of stencils.

the collection of algorithms and the resulting scientific software packages.

The old 1D parallel distribution of the subspace Ψ across ranks {p :

p ∈ P} limits the maximum size of an atomic system. As any atomic system

increases in the number of atoms, so too must the number of states also in-

crease in kind; at some size, the further inability to distribute states to share

the memory load simply prevents the simulation. Notice that without the dis-
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Figure 2.5: Visualizes the distributed partitioning of the SFC approximation
across 4 MPI ranks on parsec-2.0 for Si28H36, using the same system parameters
as in Figure 2.4. The overly small number of grid points forces essentially
either a communication of the whole domain, or computation of the whole of
the domain prior to communication of the pieces. In either case, timing results
are the same – exhibiting better Hamiltonian performance with a single MPI
rank.

tributed Rayleigh-Ritz method, the whole of the s2 dense projection matrix

is stored on every MPI rank. Furthermore, parallelizing and distributing the

DCMP method through the use of ELPA does not relieve the memory bur-

den; we must address the entire Rayleigh-Ritz method. Even addressing this
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Algorithm 1: General overall algorithm. Step 1.4 requires a choice
of solution method, and currently defaults to a subspace filtering.
N is the number of grid points, s is the number of states, or energy
levels, to solve.

Input: Pseudopotentials V ps
l,Mk

(r) Pseudowavefunctions φpsl,Mk
(r)

Gridspacing h System coordinates RMk
MPI processes

{p ∈ N|0 ≤ p < P}, Energy levels desired s
Output: Self consistent eigenpairs (λi, ψi), occupations occi

1.1 ΩD, N,R
′, ...← f(h, P,R, ...) ; // setup grid,domain,shifts

1.2 ρ{0}(r) , V
{0}

total(r)← superposition of pseudo-quantities;

1.3 Ψ{0} ← random number generator;
for κ = 1 to κmax do

1.4 Ψ{κ}(r)← H[ρ{κ−1}(r)]Ψ{κ}(r) = EκΨ{κ}(r)

1.5 ρ{κ}(r) =
s∑
i=1

occ(i)|Ψ{κ}i (r) |2

1.6 V
{κ}
H (r)← ∆VH(r) = 8πρ{κ}(r)

1.7 V
{κ}
xc (r)← Vxc[ρ

{κ}(r)]

1.8 V
{κ}

total(r) = fmix(V
{κ}
xc (r) + V

{κ}
H (r) + V

{0}
ion (r) , V

{κ−1}
total (r))

1.9 Check convergence

end

method cannot preclude a change in how the subspace must be distributed

in the future versions of parsec – while some states can be mirrored on each

process, eventually the processes lose the ability to hold every state for any

meaningful subset of grid points. However, using the rough memory estimate

of Equation 2.13, we can examine feasible values – and memory would not

prevent the 1D distribution from running until s is nearly 400,000, assuming

a node count of around 9000, and a N/P ratio of 5000. Instead, it would be

synchronization between those nodes that would bring the algorithm to a halt.
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The problem converges through self-consistent (SCF) iterations, and

these should make up the bulk of the time. Each Chebyshev filtering SCF it-

eration can be decomposed into 5 operations – Chebyshev filtering (FLTR), or-

thonormalization (ORTH), and a Rayleigh-Ritz method, which is itself 3 steps

– projection (PROJ), eigendecomposition (DCMP), and update (UPDT). The

Rayleigh-Ritz method provides resultant eigenvalues and refinement vectors to

our subspace, also known as Ritz values and Ritz vectors [44]. Analyzing and

deciding on an efficient effective parallelized approach for these three steps –

within the confines of our specific pseudopotential real space DFT algorithm

and its prior discretization is a very important interdisciplinary task so as not

to continue the 20 years of research and physics formulation. It is the major

topic of this thesis. See the following Chapter 3 for more detail on the design

process.

2.2.1 Chebyshev Filtering - FLTR

Chebyshev filtering subspace iteration (ChebFSI) utilizes Chebyshev

polynomials to emphasize selectively windows of eigenvalues. We tailor this

process to ensure that found eigenpairs correspond to the occupied states with

some buffer of unoccupied states, eliminating the overhead of solving for ev-

ery state within the Hamiltonian. Zhou [32, 45] introduced this in 2006, and

improved upon the process in a later collaboration with the Center for Compu-

tational Materials [46]. This lead to the Chebyshev filtering first method, [47]

which allows the DFT algorithm to entirely avoid a typical iterative diagonal-
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ization, replacing it with 3 to 4 steps of ChebFSI without updating the initial

charge density, derived from the super position of atomic orbitals. The process

produces enough of a quality set of eigenpairs to continue the typical ChebFSI

iterations towards self consistency.

When implementing the actual filtering stage, we at the Center for

Computational Materials, and others who replicated our efforts [41, 43], im-

plement Chebyshev filtering operations as a three term recurrence, as in (2.3).

Note that its corresponding dense algebra would naturally form a matrix-

matrix product with multiple states considered – but the Hamiltonian is typ-

ically an extremely sparse operator (see Section 2.3), and so in the past we

have implemented it as a highly performant matrix-vector product [16]. The

performance of this matvec operator often determines the ability of much of

the algorithm to scale, especially as FLTR calls it m times to apply the poly-

nomial pm(H) to each state, and to a lesser extent PROJ which calls it once

per computed states. The operator itself involves a number of nontrivial con-

tributions in the form of the pseudopotential-derived Vion; its difficulties are

explored in a later chapter.

Vk+1 =
2σk+1

e
(H− cI) Vk − σk+1σkVk−1 (2.3)

Ongoing work exists on a fully blocked-layout Chebyshev filtering. The

matrix formulation is obvious when looking at (2.3) – but until this time a

strong emphasis was placed on the matrix-vector product, which only oper-

ates on a single vector at a time. In the past this style of work was very
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effective, but as cores become more numerous, yet weaker in terms of clock

speed, while having higher penalties for accessing memory out of cache, and

memory bandwidth that has not kept pace with increases in FLOP/s, the effi-

cacy is fading. To best change with the hardware, this new matrix operator for

the Hamiltonian requires a modified matvec communications cycle that can

utilize blocks of vectors in proper matrix-matrix operations, instead of pure

matrix vector operations. In that regard, we need to develop matrix-matrix

formulations of the computational work and algorithms when available. This

necessity for cache coherency forms a driving force behind the matrix-matrix

operations, which are the most easily achieved, and portable, vehicle there.

We also continuing the advances in task based operations that make the cur-

rent matvec used within Chebyshev filtering operation in parsec-1.4.x, which

is successful at attaining hyperthreaded performance gains (see Table 3.1).

2.2.2 Orthogonalization - ORTH

Orthogonalization provides numerical stability in the face of repeated

filtering operations, and is also a requirement for the Rayleigh-Ritz method,

which a basisless DFT solution requires. Block orthogonalization in most liter-

ature refers to the projection for one vector against blocks of vectors happening

at once, as in Equation 2.4, proceeding from the variants of the Gram-Schmidt

methods. Orthonormalization is a common process shared by more than DFT

methods, and so more performant orthogonalization methods are an active

area of research, including the communication avoiding methods of Solomonik
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et al [37] and task based Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) methods of

Haidar et al [48]. The current utilized DGKS method and iterated classical

Gram-Schmidt (2.4) will hopefully give way to one of these in the future.

ψ⊥k = ψk −
k−1∑
j=1

< ψ⊥j , ψk >

< ψ⊥j , ψ
⊥
j >

ψ⊥j (2.4)

2.2.3 Rayleigh-Ritz Projection - PROJ

The Rayleigh-Ritz projection step takes an orthonormalized subspace

and calculates the projection of the sparse operator representative of the

Hamiltonian of a given system in DFT on that subspace to form the Rayleigh

quotient matrix G ∈ Cs×s. The pure algebraic representation of the projection

operation is Equation 2.5.

Gij = ΨT
i HΨj (2.5)

We see that there are a few manners of expressing the cost in so far as

FLOPs – the most straightforward being s matvecs + s(s+1)
2

dot products of

length N . The challenges in scaling PROJ mostly revolve around balancing

bandwidth and throughput. On light weight cores, like those used in the KNL,

it becomes increasingly important to arrange as many of the sub operations in

matrix representations as possible – this will be discussed in the Rayleigh-Ritz

development section.
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2.2.4 Rayleigh-Ritz Decomposition - DCMP

After construction of the Rayleigh quotient matrix G ∈ Cs×s, we need

to solve the eigenproblem associated with Equation 2.6. We do this with

ELPA when accessible, which solves the eigendecomposition through the use

of a three stage process [33,34], and has been shown to scale to problem sizes

in excess of what we are anticipating for this generation of problems.

GWi = λiWi (2.6)

Utilizing ELPA-2014 allowed for a fully self consistent Si8453H1715 with-

out symmetry on spdft. The major drawbacks and influential cascading design

decisions for both spdft and parsec-1.4.x were twofold – using ELPA forces use

of BLACS and ScaLAPACK, as well as the required full s2 storage of G instead

of an alternative.

ELPA makes use of the same block cyclic distribution that ScaLA-

PACK uses. Thanks to the fact that parsec-1.4+ distributes Ψ across MPI

ranks only across N and not s, and does not do so in a block cyclic manner,

there exists contention for functions mapping the 2D block cyclic distributed

objects back to 1D distributed objects. The use of BLACS means that we

lose explicit control over allocation of communication buffers, which can form

a source of lost computational hours when BLACS crashes large simulations

with undetectable bad allocations. We manage this by polling the GNU/Linux

statm page throughout PARSEC’s runtime and allocation process and chang-

ing operations accordingly. This is most notable in the following step, UPDT.
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Furthermore, even though G is also Hermitian thanks to H being Hermitian,

and could be stored with only s(s + 1)/2 elements, the full matrix must be

stored for ELPA, which involves some additional upfront memory movement.

G and W are the only two block cyclic distributed matrices, and in this DCMP

step the resulting W overwrite G.

2.2.5 Rayleigh-Ritz Update - UPDT

The Rayleigh-Ritz update step utilizes the Ritz vectors from the DCMP

operation to refine and correct the evolving subspace. Algebraically, the up-

date step is best understood as a dense matrix matrix operation depicted in

(2.7). While simple on its face, the complexity of UPDT quickly increases from

any parallel decomposition. In a case where W and Ψ are not localized in the

same pattern, or even distributed at all, the transmission of remote data and

increased complexity of navigating the switches quickly increases the amount

of time to solution.

Ψ = ΨW (2.7)

This spells trouble in our case, as the different storage schemes for W and

Ψ means utilizing established parallel general matrix multiply routines, like

the one from Parallel BLAS, are generally costly and inefficient due to data

transformations. As a dense matrix matrix operation in parallel, each level of

required communication requires some amount of additional overhead.
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2.3 Classic Matvec Algorithm

It should be evident that the performance of the Hamiltonian operator,

represented as a matvec, is integral to the algorithm’s overall performance at

any computing scale. The reader should be reminded that the full Hamiltonian

operator contains all of the physics behavior desired, and it must interact with

the knowledge of the domain. These features make any given representative

matvec a very custom implementation to any DFT codebase utilizing subspace

iteration solvers.

A matrix operator representation of the Hamiltonian for the Kohn-

Sham equations is fairly simple. The full matrix itself should never be stored,

not even as a full sparse representation, as the largest number of entries in

any 0D or 1D problem will be the same repeating finite difference coefficients

which can be represented through a series of Kronecker products. Figure

4.3 demonstrates the structure of a visualized Hamiltonian and the resulting

fill pattern as evidence. Parsec 1.4.x stores the nonlocal contributions as a

compressed sparse row matrix. As noted, there are only two sources of off di-

agonal entries in the real space DFT Hamiltonian. First, the finite difference

approximation of the laplacian causes a dependency on grid points to the 12

neighbors on each of the Cartesian coordinates. Second, we can separate Vion

as in Equation 2.9. Vnloc produces dependencies for various grid points on sur-

rounding neighbors, depending on their positioning relative to the M atoms.

The Kleinman-Bylander projection formulation allows for a much faster eval-

uation of pseudopotentials; however, it comes at the cost of an integration in
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the ball of radius rlc, BJ(rlc), around each atom as in Equation 2.8.

vion,J = vloc,J +
∑
J,l,m

|v′

l(r)φl(r)Yl,m (θ, ϕ)〉〈Yl,m(θ, ϕ)φl(r)V
′
l (r)|

〈φl(r)|V ′l (r)|φl(r)〉
(2.8)

Vion(r) =
M∑
J

 rJ ≤ rlc vloc,J + vnloc,J

rJ > rlc − Z
rJ

(2.9)

vnloc,JΨi =
∑
l,m,J

|v′

l(r)φl(r)Yl,m (θ, ϕ)〉〈Yl,m(θ, ϕ)φl(r)V
′
l (r)|Ψi〉

〈φl(r)|V ′l (r)|φl(r)〉
(2.10)

=
∑
l,m,J

|v′

l(r)φl(r)Yl,m (θ, ϕ)〉
∫

BJ (rlc)

Yl,m(θ, ϕ)φl(r)V
′
l (r)ΨidV

〈φl(r)|V ′l (r)|φl(r)〉
(2.11)

With this knowledge in hand, we can address the operations count

for the representative operator for the Hamiltonian, currently expressed as a

custom matvec operator. It is hard to achieve an absolute count on the number

of FLOP/s a matrix vector operator requires, but an estimation better than

O(N) based on the terms is quite reasonable:

Θmatvec ≈

 74︸︷︷︸
FD

+ 1 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
VH ,Vxc

+

M∑
Vloc,J︷︸︸︷
1

N +

(
4π

3

(
rlc
h

+ 1

)3

M

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈#{xyz}⊂BJ (rlc)∀J

(2.12)

In estimating the terms due to the nonlocal potential, we notice that there are

two major terms to consider: M << N for small systems, but typically s/10 ≤
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M ≤ s, which means the handling for the nonlocal potential contributions

absolutely must be optimized within the rest of the framework.

Theoretical memory scaling of the various steps can now be adjusted per

step without distributing the entire process. We can actually reduce runtime

significantly at the cost of duplicate data storage, see Table 2.2, during certain

operations. This eventually becomes memory cost prohibitive for high enough

counts of nodes Equation 2.13,

Memory ≥ 2Ns
|{p}|
|{P}| + s2

(
1 +
|{p}|
|{P}|

)
+ s (2.13)

but until then can be exploited and even worsened in a memory sense to exhibit

gains in computational performance during the PROJ and UPDT. In this vein,

some of the updated operations attempt to maximize usage of available system

resources through monitoring calls to the system kernel, changing allocations

for buffers and temporaries accordingly.

2.4 Conclusions

We explain the algorithm, comprised of Cheybshev filtering subspace

iterations, that we use in the pseudopotential real space Kohn-Sham DFT

formulation. We explain the importance of the Hamiltonian operator in the

formulation, and our estimations as to each invocation’s computational cost.

Analyzing the computational cost of the Hamiltonian operator, in addition

to the defined parallel distributed algebra for operations on the set of 1D-

distributed wave functions, we explain the requirements for each of the five
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G43 = ΨT
4HΨ3

INIT Ψ1

G00 = ΨT
0HΨ0

INIT Ψ2

ORTH Ψ0

INIT Ψ0

G42 = ΨT
4HΨ2

G30 = ΨT
3HΨ0

ORTH Ψ3

ORTH Ψ2

G20 = ΨT
2HΨ0

ORTH Ψ1

G44 = ΨT
4HΨ4

UPDT Ψ3

INIT Ψ3 INIT Ψ4

FLTR Ψ3

UPDT Ψ2

G41 = ΨT
4HΨ1

G10 = ΨT
1HΨ0

G21 = ΨT
2HΨ1

G40 = ΨT
4HΨ0

UPDT Ψ1

FLTR Ψ1

G31 = ΨT
3HΨ1

FLTR Ψ0 FLTR Ψ2

DCMP G → QΛQT

G22 = ΨT
2HΨ2

UPDT Ψ0

G33 = ΨT
3HΨ3

G32 = ΨT
3HΨ2

ORTH Ψ4

G11 = ΨT
1HΨ1

UPDT Ψ4

FLTR Ψ4

Figure 2.6: High level overview of the data dependencies between the 5 major
steps of a Cheybshev filtering subspace iteration in real space DFT. Lines
depict dependencies, with the blocks indicating the dependent. It should be
noted that the FLTR operations are entirely independent of each other, and
that the eigendecomposition – DCMP – is a major sync point as it both
requires an entire quotient matrix G and passes it to an external library.

major steps in a Chebyshev filtering subspace iteration, including the memory

memory requirements and expected FLOP counts.

We demonstrate claims about single node hyperthreading use with a

small silicon nanocluster, Si28H36. We then show multinode timings and ex-

pected scaling, based on initial timings, for a much larger silicon nanocluster

Si3917H1036 with regards to changes in N and s. Recognizing that new hard-

ware is very cache conscious and memory limited, we suggest optimizing cer-
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tain aspects of the algorithm as matrix-matrix operations, utilizing buffers to

gather results as to prefer larger and fewer matrix-matrix operations in place

of matrix-vector or vector-vector.
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Algorithm 2: Scaled Chebyshev filtering algorithm from PAR-
SEC.

Input: V ∈ CN×s, H ∈ CN×N , Chebyshev polynomial order m,
lowest bound a, lower bound aL, upper bound b

Output: Filtered V

allocate blk comm. buffers // aL = a in nonscaled vers.

nblk = s/blk; κ(1 : m) = nblk/m; e = (b− a)/2; erp = 2/e;
c = (b+ a)/2; σ = e/(c− aL); σ1 = σ;
σei = σ1/e; σ2 = 0; vk = 1 - blk;
Aligned fastmem allocate V{1}, V{2}, V{3} ∈ CN×blk;
do km = 1,m

do κblock = 1: κkm
vk = vk + blk; iteratively prime blk buffers
V{1} = Vvk:vk+blk−1;
V{2} = H(V{1}, buffers);
V{2} = (V{2} − c ∗ V{1}) ∗ σei;
do i = 2, pm(km) // poly degree per block

iteratively prime blk buffers;
V{3} = H(V{2}, buffers); σ2 = 1/(2/σ1 − σ);
V{3} = (V{3} − c ∗ V{2}) ∗ erp;
V{3} = V{3} − σ ∗ V{1};
V{1} = V{2};
V{2} = V{3} ∗ σ2;
σ = σ2;

Vvk:vk+blk−1 = V{2}
sigma = e/(c− aL)

3.1 cleanup buffers;
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Table 2.1: Demonstrates hyperthreading performance for the FLTR step on a
single KNL node from National Energy Research Scientific Computing Cen-
ter’s Cori, for Si28H36. Of note is the strong scaling resulting from the uti-
lization of additional hyperthreads, if and only if there exists enough work to
provide to them.

Operation Total FLOPs max additional memory

FLTR msΘmatvec 3Nκblk,FLTR +O(nbuffer)

ORTH O(Ns2) N(s+ 1) + s

PROJ Ns(s+ 1)/2 + sΘmatvec κmatvecκblk,PROJ + s2

DCMP O(s3) O(f(s, P )) + s2

UPDT O(Ns2) Ns+ s2

Table 2.2: Statistics on the 5 major steps of a Chebyshev filtering subspace
iteration. We assume that ‘additional memory’ does not include at least the
sized Ns global sized Ψ which must exist at all times – so additional memory
See (2.12) for Θmatvec
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Molecule N [1e6] s [1e4] FLTR ORTH PROJ DCMP UPDT

Si3917H1036 1.45 1 407.25 289.68 200.63 8.14 107.66

Si3917H1036 2.93 1 588.16 643.26 410.42 8.63 195.21

Si3917H1036 1.45 1.5 613.63 953.21 503.01 16.03 222.15

Si3917H1036 2.93 1.5 878.22 2038.9 1278.3 16.3 442.04

Table 2.3: Early distributed timing results in seconds for Si3917H1036 nanoclus-
ter of the five various stages that comprise an iteration of subspace filtering.
All cases were run on 16 Intel KNL nodes at TACC, using quad cache mode and
a 4x17 hybrid MPI+OpenMP configuration. This is running fully distributed,
untuned version of all pieces of parsec-1.4.x. Tuning for the hardware (e.g.
the KNL) makes a huge difference, as demonstrated later on PROJ applied to
an Insulin hexamer.
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Chapter 3

Distributed Rayleigh Ritz Algorithm

3.1 Considerations & Algorithm

The Rayleigh Ritz method is a fundamentally straightforward method

Algorithm 3, easily defined in three major supersteps: formation of the Rayleigh

quotient matrix, G, through projection, eigendecomposition of G, and update

of the basis vectors with the resulting eigenvectors of G [16, 31]. We will re-

fer to these steps throughout this section as projection, decomposition, and

update.

Algorithm 3: The Rayleigh-Ritz method

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N

Output: Approximate eigenpairs (λi,Ψi)

3.1 Gij = VH
i HVj ; // form Rayleigh quotient matrix, O(Ns2)

3.2 WHΛW = G ; // diagonalize G, O(s3)
3.3 Ψ = VW ; // form Ritz vectors, O(Ns2)

Once again, the name of the game in taking the old approaches and

rethinking the algorithms for performance is to use as many matrix-matrix

operations as possible. In some cases, most notably the exploration of tiled

decompositions, doing additional unneccessary work achieves large speedups.
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This speedup, in addition to the unused work, usually comes with the require-

ment of additional memory.

At the same time, the desire to utilize libraries external to our group

creates additional requirements. Specifically, we desired a parallel solution

to the eigendecomposition and update steps that would not create a large

dependency chains of libraries and setup steps. They also needed to provide

Fortran friendly interfaces. While there are now many solutions provided for

these problems, thanks to the previous requirements we decided on ELPA

[33, 34]. The update step currently uses pieces of ScaLAPACK [49] thanks to

the pre-existing challenges of fitting to the data structures of parsec-1.4.

While we only apply the Rayleigh Ritz to KSDFT, this algorithm has

a myriad of applications [31]. The author expects the lessons learned and

presented in this section will apply to many of these other applications that

seek to find performance on newer hardware. The reader should note that

their performance gain will be highly dependent on their commitment to pre-

existing data structures and the decompositions across parallel groups therein.

Specifically, while our parallel decomposition of V along only grid

points, and not states, will ultimately limit scalability of the full problem

thanks to memory requirements, it does allow for both the projection oper-

ator and update operator to avoid communication during the most floating

point intensive sections between eigenstates. Avoiding or hiding this commu-

nication is essential to maintaining performance - but the science requirements

of truly massive structures as discussed in earlier sections demand adaption
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to full parallel data decompositions. These effects have been explored specif-

ically within the confines of single operations by Solomonik, Carson, Knight

and Demmel [37]. In previous work, we have explored the use of spectrum

slicing in order to deal with large numbers of eigenstates in a manner that

would decompose along the states s. We will point out how important this

can be during the exploration of the algorithms and muse how to adapt future

work for data decompositions along both axes.

3.1.1 Projection

The projection step, Algorithm 3.1, is perhaps the important super-

step of the overarching algorithm in terms of the cascading effects of decisions

regarding distribution of both memory layout and computational order. The

decisions made for the algorithm here with regards to G affect the eigende-

composition, insofar as the method of calculation directly as well as possible

efficiency. Thanks to the algorithm’s input vector basis V having its own pre-

determined data decomposition and layout, and in the case of parsec-2.0, only

being decomposed along the grid points and not the states, we find ourselves

locked into a smaller set of options with acceptable changes.

We depict the first method, the most naive method, in Algorithm 4.

Interestingly enough, it is the result of years of modifications by various users

of parsec-1.4 who, having hit various boundaries of their own systems with

regards to memory or buffers, and not focused on the Rayleigh Ritz algorithm

itself, instituted various changes of their own. The resulting algorithm is
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nonperformant for anything but the smallest systems (as quantitized by s),

yet remains an interesting result for the metastudy of active research codes

where science, not development, is the primary focus.

Proj. Label (Algo) # Matvecs #
∑
P

Gsub # buffers Mult. Method

Naive Base(4) s s 1* DDOT

Classic(5) s 1 2 DGEMV

Classic Tiled(6) s 1 2+ DGEMM

Table 3.1: Table of categorizations and possible quantitizations of projection
refactorizations resulting from the exploratory activities. All experiments were
performed on the parsec-1.4 branch elpa-simple branch at r1600+ branch or
derivative branches therein. Note that the Naive Base from parsec-1.3 used
an entirely different, and monolithic, communication scheme.

The naive base implementation within parsec-1.3 was extremely simple,

and is hard to even compare line-for-line to parsec-1.4.x thanks to a complete

reworking of the matrix vector product. Based on the mapping, we can see

that only internal buffers were used, and the intention to only transmit the

necessary s2/2 pieces of the symmetric G translated into the use of s synchro-

nizing global summations – one for each wave function.

3.1.2 Decomposition

Decomposition solves the eigenpairs (λi,Wi) of the Rayleigh quotient

matrix. Given the aforementioned regional spectral nature of the problem,

any eigendecomposition method used in a massively parallel simulation should

support solving for only the lowest fractional percentage of the total number
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Algorithm 4: The naive projection algorithm.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N

Output: Rayleigh projection matrix G

for j = 1 to s do
u = HV:,j

for i = j to s do
Gij = V:,i · u

end

end
for j = 1 to s do

global sum Gp
j:s,j over all MPI processes p ∈ P

end

of eigenvalues. This allows the algorithm to spend computational power on

the solution of the bound electrons instead of potentially wasting time on

undesired unbound states.

To this end, and because it offered the lightest dependency chain for

data structures, we decided on using ELPA [33, 34], then a two stage solver

for parallel eigendecomposition, on both spdft and parsec-1.4.x. We retained

the nondistributed LAPACK option for compatibility. There are several al-

ternatives for eigendecomposition, but most are only a component of a larger

ecosystem like Trilinos [42] or Elemental [50]. We deemed the effort in adapt-

ing these entire ecosystem while maintaining the existing physics features of

parsec-1.4 to be overwhelming for a research group that often has only one

member focused on programming. The challenge of writing and maintaining

research code while outputting science in the parallel computing era should not
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Algorithm 5: The classic projection with a single global summa-
tion.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N

Output: Rayleigh projection matrix G

setup 2 initial buffers;

work u ∈ CN/P ;
for j = 1 to s do

u = HV:,j

start comms. for HV:,j+1

Gj:s,j = VH
:,j:su

end
global sum G over all MPI processes

be understated, and the Department of Energy provides resources in research

efforts, like the NERSC Exascale Scientific Application Program, to assist in

this transitory period [51].

The use of ELPA for larger systems meshed well with DFT require-

ments - indeed, DFT was one of the motivating applications for its design.

Table 3.2 lists actual runtimes for a single decomposition step with given sim-

ulation parameters, performed on Intel Knight’s Landing (KNL) nodes as part

of Stampede2 at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Similar results were

obtained on Cori Phase 2 at the National Energy Research Scientific Com-

puting Center. These results, which utilized a version of ELPA (2016.05.004)

which had only fledgling KNL support, demonstrate a sweeping success. A

future implementation improvement would be utilizing multiple subteams of

processes to solve problems too small to solve with the full list of ranks.
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Algorithm 6: A projection method that tiles the resulting prod-
ucts of HV:,j while communicating information for the next stage
in order to utilize ?GEMM calls while also overlapping commu-
nication with the computation. Uses a single global summation
reduction, which can be split into multiple calls in order to avoid
out-of-memory buffer limitations in limiting cases.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N

Output: Rayleigh projection matrix G

setup nbuffer initial buffers;

work U ∈ CN/P×nbuffer ;
for j = 1 to s step nbuffer do

U = HV:,j:j+nbuffer−1;
pack & start comms. for HV:,j+nbuffer:j+2nbuffer−1;
Gj:s,j:j+nbuffer−1 = VH

:,j:sU

end
global sum G over all MPI processes

3.1.3 Update

Update uses the resulting Ritz vectors Wi to refine the initial basis V

. While the update step is not strictly necessary, it does tend to improve con-

vergence [45]. It does so at a considerable total cost of Ns2 FLOPs, especially

when memory limitations prohibit a second temporary buffer of Upk . Using

the ScaLAPACK machinery tends to be cost prohibitive, as the structures V

and W are large, and of differing dimensioned parallel decompositions. Yet

when memory allows, the choice of a decomposition only along N means that

for a resulting W gathered to each process, there is no additional communica-

tion during the ?GEMM operation. This is ideal as discussed in prior sections.

As a demonstration of this effect, see Table 3.4.
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Algorithm 7: Accounting for requiring separate work tiles for a
distributed G where the global no longer fits in memory changes
Algorithm 6 drastically thanks to the requirement of global reduc-
tion per work tile. The 2D block cyclic distribution of G requires
owners to store relevant regions of the work tile to their own local
G{p}. Multiple Gwork buffers could be used if Ψ was distributed
across both dimensions.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N , general communicator info F

Output: Distributed Rayleigh projection matrix G

setup nbuffer initial buffers;
work U ∈ CN×nbuffer ;
setup Gwork ∈ Cs×nbuffer ;
for j = 1 to s step nbuffer do

U = HV:,j:j+nbuffer−1;
pack & start comms. for HV:,j+nbuffer:j+2nbuffer−1 ;
Gwork = VH

:,j:sU ; // ?GEMM

reduce Gwork in place across all contributors, then broadcast to
associated block cyclic columns ;

effect Gp
F (j:s,j:j+nbuffer−1,p) = Gwork ;

// F : (i, j, p)→ (id, jd, (ip, jp)) performs the appropriate

mapping 1D to 2D block cyclic

end

Currently, there are three methods of updating V . Algorithm 9 marks

the classic way; as W could typically be entirely locally stored, even later

when solving DCMP in parallel. UPDT actually benefits from the 1D parallel

decomposition of the wave functions into V up to fairly large problems, as

once W is local, the rest of the entire operation is a call to a local ?GEMM,

eliminating further communication and maximizing floating point throughput.

Futhermore, the temporary basis U is potentially still aligned and allocated,
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Algorithm 8: A proposed naive projection algorithm for a V de-
composed over bothN and s. This is contingent onH [ρ (r)] : CN →
CN . Note how the required communication within the dot products
when j /∈ sp, sp ⊂ s, p ∈ P leads to a serious ordering requirement
thanks to memory limitations and avoiding duplications of Ψ.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Hamiltonian
matrix, H ∈ CN×N

Output: Rayleigh projection matrix G

sp ← {k ∈ s|V:k is stored locally};
for j = 1 to s do

pj ← {p ∈ P |j ∈ sp};
u = HV:,j

pj sends u to P \ pj;
for i = j to s do

Gij = V:,i · u
end

end
for j = 1 to s do

global sum Gp
j:s,j over all MPI processes p ∈ P

end

avoiding the eventual case where fragmentation causes an allocation failure for

such a large object. In the case of platforms with fast memory where V does

not exist in fast memory, it sometimes increases speed to manually allocate the

buffer in fast memory. Unfortunately, even on Intel Knights Landing where the

MCDRAM provides massive incentives for this practice, the actual hardware

in HPC clusters is rarely configured such that manual control is allowed in

larger node allocations; for this reason, we have avoided this practice for now.

Again, the differing blockcyclic distributions of V and W cause typi-

cally used typical parallel library frameworks, like PBLAS, to require enough
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Molecule # Node # MPI # SMT N [1e6] s [1e4] t [secs]

Si3917H1036 16 64 17 1.45 1.0 8

Si3917H1036 16 64 17 2.93 1.0 9

Si3917H1036 16 64 17 1.45 1.5 16

Si3917H1036 16 64 17 2.93 1.5 16

Si10701H1996 64 256 17 3.02 2.6 26

Si20389H3076 256 512 34 5.35 5.1 65

Table 3.2: Data describing time to solution for the decomposition step in
parsec-1.4.x on Stampede2 at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Simu-
lations with s < 128 or 16

√
nMPI < s automatically utilize a system provided

flavor of lapack instead of ELPA-2016.05.004.

creative usage causing additional syncing or memory movement as to render

them inefficient, as either V or W can cost the majority of memory on a node.

In cases where the execution of Algorithm 9 would not fit into memory,

we can instead opt to reduce the size of the buffer U, and tile the remaining

operations as in Algorithm 10.

At increasingly large simulation sizes, Ψ has a 1D parallel distribution

along only number of grid points instead of both number of grid points and

number of states as V causes a fully in-memory algorithm for UPDT with-

out replication of methods for a given distribution type, or potentially out of

DRAM algorithms as in [36–38].
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Algorithm 9: The classic local update with aggressive memory
usage. Full duplicates of V pkand W allow for maximum arithmetic
performance given pre-existing data layout through the use of a
?GEMM.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Ritz vectors,
W ∈ Cs×s

Output: Refined basis, V

work U ∈ CN×s;
U = V ∗W;
V = U;

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Scaling on Large Silicon Nanoclusters

Silicon as a substance is a marvelous necessity for widespread transistor

development [26,28,29,52–56]. Even as we reach the limiting scale of standard

transistor manufacturing for silicon, silicon quantum dots show potential as

a desirable qubit material [53]. Scientists consider silicon nanoclusters excit-

ing as the potential applications range from drug delivery vehicles, imaging

agents, light emitting particles, to photovoltaics [56]. Silicon clusters warrant

doping and vacancy studies. As a demonstration, I have prepared two fully

self consistent Si10701H1996, computed at full resolution and without symmetry.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate a comparison between a charged and neural

Si10701H1996. Table 3.3 provides a full description of the system parameters

used.
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Algorithm 10: Update with memory footprint reduction. The use
of a non distributed ?GEMM is still more performant than a fully
distributed solutions as it still completely avoids further communi-
cation.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, and the Ritz vectors,
W ∈ Cs×s

Output: Refined basis, V

choose B < N, k = 0;
work U ∈ CB×s;
for each group of count B rows labeled as K do

U = VK,: ∗W;
VK,: = U;

end

3.2.2 Performance on Insulin

Artificial insulin is a complex biomolecule that a growing number peo-

ple depend on, owing in part to increased incidence rate of diabetes in the

western world. In general, biomolecules are of vast interest to the future of

materials design; however, they are not only very large, typically measuring

in kilodaltons of mass, but are complicated to treat with the quantum accu-

racy offered through DFT. LDA in particular has trouble with allowing the

capture of enough charge around the charge carrying elements, which leads

to very slow convergence and the sometimes emergence of charge sloshing. A

generalized gradient approximation, or GGA, in place of LDA, can sometimes

provide benefits in these scenarios, but nothing is guaranteed a priori. This

is mostly thanks to the helpful error cancelation in LDA, where it often over-

estimates exchange and underestimates correlation, and means that attempts
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Algorithm 11: A potential UPDT algorithm when W cannot be
gathered locally in its entirety, instead remaining in the 2D block-
cyclic distribution and requiring communication scheduling prior to
arithmetic operations. This algorithm was not implemented due to
time constraints, preferring Algorithm 12. This should even work
in the extreme case where the full sized working unit U cannot be
storedfurther worsens the situation.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CN×s, the distributed Ritz
vectors, with the local window of Ritz vectors,
Wloc ∈ Csloc

a ×sloc
b

Output: Refined basis, V

choose Bv < N,Bw < s;
work U ∈ CBv×s;
work tiles WJ ∈ Cs×Bw ; // Bw is the blockcyclic blocking

amount

for each group of count Bv rows labeled as K do
γ = 0.0
for each group of columns J do

gather WJ;
U = γU + VK,: ∗WJ;
γ = 1.0

end
VK,: = U;

end

to improve upon LDA can often display forms of error that were missing from

LDA. New exchange-correlation functionals are an area of active research.

Insulin has two commonly found forms the body uses – a monomer and

a hexamer, pictured in Figure 3.6. I present verifications for improvements and

algorithms made earlier in this chapter utilizing insulin in its hexamer form.

These verifications include the use of buffers to substantially improve timings

of the Rayleigh Ritz projection algorithm in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. These results
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Algorithm 12: A potential UPDT algorithm when W cannot be
gathered locally in its entirety, instead remaining in the 2D block
cyclic distribution and requiring communication scheduling prior to
arithmetic operations. This fakes a 1D block cyclic distribution in
V , by offsetting the last process P-1 to be the first in the descriptor.

Input: Orthonormal basis, V ∈ CNg×s, the distributed Ritz
vectors, with the local window of Ritz vectors,
Wloc ∈ Csloc

a ×sloc
b , temporary storage U ∈ CBv×s

Output: Refined basis, V

choose Bv ≤ Ng, Bw < s;
F : 〈(ip, jp), (nip, njp), dim W〉 →
〈(p+ 1, 1), (proc.column), (range(V ))〉 ; // create a

ScaLAPACK descriptor that maps a 2D block cyclic grid

to a faked 1D block cyclic grid

for each virtual column in 1D do
for each group of count Bv rows labeled as K in virt.column do

U = VK,: ∗W ; // PDGEMM

VK,: = U;

end

end

are impressive as the larger the count of buffers, the more wasted operations

were done to avoid multiple DGEMM calls. To further elucidate – there are

n2
buffer/2− nbuffer entries of G that are calculated twice, thanks to G = GH

arising from the Hermitian Hamiltonian. Note that while we do not uncover

any new behavior in the insulin hexamer, this tester for new routines should

be considered an example proof of concept for future self-consistent work.
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Figure 3.1: Difference in ρ(r) between [Si10701H1996]−1 and [Si10701H1996]+0. See
Table 3.3 for specifics on the two systems.

3.3 Conclusions

We explain the improvements made to the Rayleigh-Ritz process in or-

der to produce eigenpairs at scale for parsec-1.4.x, parsec-2.0, and spdft. These

improvements and full reworkings of PROJ and UPDT include the discussion
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Si10K Z=+0e Z=-1e

s 26,000 26,000

h 0.7 a.u. 0.7 a.u.

rΩ 80 a.u. 100.7 a.u.

N [xyz] 6.37E+6 1.267E+7

Np 26672 14480

—{P}— 64 KNL 256 KNL

FILT [s] 1597.41 1153.56

ORTH [s] 3122.15 1381.50

PROJ [s] 516.37 223.58

DCMP [s] 45.59 35.77

UPDT [s] 75.37 36.84

Table 3.3: Charged and uncharged Si10701H1996 run on Intel KNLs. The
charged silicon required a larger boundary sphere radius in order to achieve
convergence, which required a larger set of KNLs to run on.

and considerations of algorithms enabling the Rayleigh-Ritz process operations

at scale, as well as differences between them. Important is the explanation of

why certain operations are much worse at scale given the discussed parallel

decomposition along the grid points N of Ψ, and what is done in the short

term to rectify those shortcomings.

We present timing statistics for various sized silicon nanoclusters which

have their surfaces passivated with hydrogen, with FLTR and ORTH timings

on up to 50,000 silicon atoms, and a fully self consistent charged Si10701H1996.

Manual integration of the charge density over the volume between the two
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Molecule N [1e6] s [1e4] FLTR ORTH PROJ DCMP UPDT

Si10701H1996 3.02 2.6 1276 1333 887 26.45 1018

Si10701H1996 3.02 2.6 1326 1182 130 43 33

Si20389H3076 5.35 5.1 3732 2512 1543 65.32 4458

Si50867H5748 12.24 12.6 1.63e4 6.7e4 N/A N/A N/A

Table 3.4: Early distributed timing results in seconds of the Chebyshev filtering
subspace iteration’s various stages for larger silicon nanoclusters. We used
64 and 256 nodes for Si10701H1996 and Si20389H3076+ respectively. The nodes
were Intel KNL nodes at the Texas Advanced Computing Center, using quad
cache mode and either a 4x17 or 2x34 hybrid MPI+OpenMP configuration.
These results demonstrate gains when using additional memory space. Tuning
for the hardware makes a huge difference, as demonstrated through the two
Si10701H1996 clusters.

charge different species as
∑

ri∈B0(r)(ρ
[ − 1e] − ρ[ + 0])(ri)∆V confirms the

difference of one electron, as well as most of the differences in charge density

occurring near the surface of the silicon nanocluster. Furthermore, special care

was taken in visualizing the charge density in 3D space.

Finally, for the purposes of testing the algorithms, we present several

potential future science applications of real space Kohn-Sham DFT as a tun-

able test cases for timed routines. Most notably, we demonstrate a full insulin

hexamer, with more than 102 million grid points and 6900 states. The re-

sulting timing results have large differences in performance based on adjusting

the number of buffers for storing computed Hamiltonian operator results, and

provides insight into future large scale calculations.
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Figure 3.2: Progression of the squared residual error vs iteration for
[Si10701H1996]+0 and [Si10701H1996]−1. See Table 3.3 for specifics on the two
systems.
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Figure 3.3: The difference in cumulative charge over a ball of radius r vs the
radius r for [Si10701H1996]+0 and [Si10701H1996]−1. We can clearly see that the
added charge has an impact near the surface. See Table 3.3 for specifics on
the two systems.
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Figure 3.4: Parameter sweep exploring the effect of buffer at smaller scale
through small Si28H36 at h=.25. Each line depicted is parameterized by the
(no.threads, no.buffers). At this scale, 34 Hardware Threads / MPI Rank
(HT/core=2) on KNL is notably better than ether 17 (HT/core=1) or 68
(HT/core=4). Notice that correct choice here can cause PROJ to have an
80% reduction in runtime.
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through small Si28H36 at h=.25. Notice that correct choice here can cause
PROJ to have an 30% reduction in runtime. While not as significant effect
as on larger systems, like insulin, we still consider this a massive savings for
anything larger than trivial test systems.
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the insulin hexamer used for large scale testing.
System had between N = [1.2e8, 1.02e8] grid points, and s = [6901, 7000]
states.
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Figure 3.7: Testing PROJ on an insulin system with Stampede2, 256 KNLs in
a 2 MPI ranks x 34 OMP Threads configuration, 104.3 million grid points, and
6901 states. Three filtering iterations were averaged in this test for timings.
The difference in runtime for PROJ with buffer choice of 64 compared to 4 is
stark.
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Figure 3.8: Testing PROJ on an insulin system with Stampede2, 256 KNLs
in a 2 MPI ranks x 34 OMP Threads or in a 4 MPI ranks x 17 OMP Threads
configuration. Still about 104.3 million grid points, and 6901 states. This test
ran the typical INIT-FLTR-ORTH, and then deviated from a single PROJ run
into a variety of statically coded variants that were called one after the other.
The difference in runtime for PROJ as a function of buffer is stark, though the
results make clear that refactoring and designing for as much cache coherence,
and therefore matrix operations, as possible.
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Chapter 4

Higher Order Stencils for Accurate Force

Calculations

One of the major material characteristics that DFT provides are ac-

curate interatomic forces. Unfortunately, while DFT can see the energy of

a system converge relatively rapidly, the derived interatomic forces converge

much more slowly, and exhibit much more sensitivity to the problem param-

eters. Demand for accurate forces in various material properties calculations,

such as those that provide structural relaxation, vibrational modes, spectro-

scopic simulations, and other approaches to materials’ design, are cause for

more expensive DFT calculations. In real space, this manifests as a finer grid

spacing h; as previously discussed, the number of grid points increases pro-

portionally as N = O(h−3). This drives a substantial increased computational

cost for both memory and required FLOPs.

The first part of this chapter contains, in large part, a reproduction of

work published as Bobbitt, N. S., Schofield, G., Lena, C., and Chelikowsky, J.

R. (2015). High order forces and nonlocal operators in a Kohn-Sham Hamilto-

nian. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics. [22]. Author Contributions: Bob-

bitt - performed excited states calculations and wrote manuscript, Schofield -
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theoretical solutions to the higher order stencil formulations, main implemen-

tor of code, Lena - theoretical solutions to the higher order stencil formulations,

performed ground state calculations and convergence trials, and Chelikowsky

supervised the project.

The second part of this chapter addressing molecular dynamics con-

tains work in preparation for submission as Neitzel, J., Lena, C., Schofield,

G., and Chelikowsky, J. R. (2017). Improved molecular dynamics calcula-

tions using higher-order forces in real space density functional theory. In

preparation. Contributions: Neitzel - performed molecular dynamics calcula-

tions, manuscript writing, Lena - performed molecular dynamics calculations,

manuscript writing, further code development, Schofield - supervisory consult-

ing role, and Chelikowsky - supervised the project.

4.1 Introduction

In general, interatomic forces are related to the derivative of the energy

of a system with respect to the labeled coordinates: FJ = ∂E
∂RJ

. We have a few

choices of methodology when calculating interatomic forces in DFT. We can

calculate interatomic forces with finite difference quotients of the total energy.

Doing so requires a large amount of additional calculations; more specifically,

for an M atom system without symmetry and a basic central finite difference

approach, we would require 6M + 1 converged DFT calculations, as depicted

on a per axis basis in Equation 4.1.
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FJ,m ≈
E[RJ = RJ − hm]− 2 ∗ E[RJ ] + E[RJ = RJ + hm]

2hm
(4.1)

Where hm is the displacement on a given m-th coordinate axis. Obviously,

this FDM approach is unacceptable within a molecular dynamics framework

requiring DFT accuracy due to incurring a 6M + 1 prefactor on DFT’s O(N3)

computational cost.

Preferably, we can calculate forces far more efficiently as a derivative

of the Kohn-Sham total energy (4.2), and then the respective Hamiltonian

contributions(4.3) utilizing the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [57]. This theo-

rem allows us to disregard the dependencies of the wave function and den-

sity, ψi (r) and ρ (r) respectively, on the nuclear coordinate RJ . The remain-

ing derivative applies only to the ionic potential, which in pseudopotential

DFT results from the local and nonlocal contributions of the pseudopotential

Vion = Vloc + Vnon−loc. The reader should note the existing limitations when

applying this theorem, notably the requirement of full convergence of the wave

functions for its validity.

EKS =
occ∑
i

Ei−
1

2

∫
ρ (r)VH (r) d3r−

∫
ρ (r)Vxc [ρ (r)] d3r+

∫
ρ (r)Exc [ρ (r)] d3r

(4.2)

where Vion represents the ionic pseudopotential, VH is the Hartree potential,

and Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential. Taking the derivative of the

energy, the force on the J th atom is
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FJ = −∇J

∑
i

〈ψi(RJ)|H(RJ)|ψi(RJ)〉, (4.3)

where RJ is the nuclear coordinate and H is the Hamiltonian, defined below.

H(RJ) = − 1

2m
∇2 + Vion(RJ) + VH(ρ(RJ)) + Vxc(ρ(RJ)) (4.4)

The Hellmann-Feynman theorem [57] allows us to disregard the depen-

dencies of the wave function and the density on the nuclear coordinate RJ .

The remaining derivative applies only to the ionic potential, Vion. We employ

Improved Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials, with the implemented form be-

low, and multiple atoms M provide independent contributions to Vion of the

same form.

Vion =


Vloc(r) +

∑
l,m

|V ′l (r)ϕl(r)Yl,m(θ, φ)〉〈Yl,m(θ, φ)ϕl(r)V
′
l (r)|

〈ϕl(r)|V ′l (r)|ϕl(r)〉
r ≤ rc

−Z
r

r > rc

.

(4.5)

The kernel in the projection operation in Equation 4.5, 〈Yl,m(θ, φ)ϕl(r)V
′
l (r)|,

is zero outside the BJ(rlc), ball of radius rlc centered on the atomic position RJ ,

where rlc is the angular momentum associated cutoff parameter. Typically, rlc

is between 1.0 – 3.0 a.u. for most common elements. Therefore, integration

of the nonlocal component is only required within the sphere enclosed by this

cutoff radius. This integration has been approximated with a Riemann sum,
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and then a single point Gauss quadrature applied for any contributing element

of volume h3; we refer to this as the low order method.

∫
Ω

f (r)ψ (r) d3r =
∑
rxyz∈Ω

f (rxyz)ψ (rxyz)h
3 + E(h) (4.6)

In the higher order stencil method, we treat each volume integration

piece of the Riemann sum with higher order Gauss quadrature points. We do

not wish to calculate these points, nor do we wish to maintain any record of

them, as memory considerations render such actions prohibitively expensive.

A series of virtual points are introduced, and the value of
∑
wiψ(r + xi) is

approximated through the use of Taylor series expansions, built in situ, with

the higher order derivatives in the Taylor series expansion solved through

information from neighboring values of ψ on the actual grid. We express the

overall sum of these outer products as the contribution zJz
T
J for a vector zJ

of nonlocal contributions from nuclei J. This method allows us to simulate

a finer grid without incurring the memory penalty or overall computational

expense of orthonormalizing all of the extra points, and delays reaching the

cubic scaling behavior.

We employ the improved Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials, [10] which

take the form in Equation (1.14). The integration around the single calculated

wave function data point transforms from a simple 1 point Gaussian formula to

a multiple point Gaussian formula that uses wave function values expressed in

terms of the Taylor series expansions. As explored in our earlier paper, [22] this
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allows us to utilize more of the much more densely available pseudopotentials,

resulting in a tunable calculation that either converges to a more accurate

solution in fewer SCF iterations at similar grid spacings, or converges to an

accurate solution at higher grid spacings. We calculated carbon monoxide

using both lower order and higher order approaches within DFT. The results

(Figure 4.9) showcase the potential of the higher order stencils treatment.

C

~FC →
O

← ~FO

α

Figure 4.1: An example CO molecule with bond length α. In improving our
force stencils, this was our most common testing molecule.

Figure 4.2: Sparsity plot for CO depicting the additional computational inten-
sity generated from the higher order stencils. There is also a notable amount
of fill in if storing the full outer products zzT resulting from the vnonlocal, which
is typically avoided through storing the vector z instead. The vector z should
be the length of the measure of points in BJ(rlc).
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Figure 4.3: Sparsity plot for the Hamiltonian for a Si28H36, depicting the lapla-
cian contributions and nonlocal contributions separately. Other contributions
to H influence only the diagonal.

4.2 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) serves as a popular computational technique

for the study of a variety of systems including DNA [58], quantum dots [59],

liquid crystals [60], cavitation bubbles [61], and aromatic hydrocarbons. [62]

Resulting material property calculations tend to be a function of MD simu-

lations with thousands of iterations; within ab initio density function theory

(DFT), each MD iteration consists of a fully self-consistent loop that can cost
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large amounts of computer time. We previously have published papers on

using Chebyshev filtering to accelerate the convergence of real space density

functional theory with pseudopotentials. [63, 64]

Applying this to the molecular dynamics framework is a straightforward

process. We integrate the atomic motion through a standard velocity verlet

algorithm, [65] at velocities given by a standard Boltzmann distribution.

Another issue with MD calculations common to any numerical inte-

gration method is the accumulation of small errors over longer time periods.

These errors cause the total energy of a system to drift. [66, 67] While inte-

gration of floating point error cannot be avoided over time, accumulation of

method error should be avoided. As such, the energy drift over time is a com-

mon measure of the stability and level of convergence of an MD simulation.

Achieving this higher level of convergence in density functional theory requires

either a larger energy cutoff when using plane waves or a finer grid spacing (h)

in the case of real space calculations. A finer grid spacing (hfine < hcoarse < 1)

is expensive because the computational cost scales roughly as the cube of the

inverse grid spacing, O(h−3).

We recently published an improved method of calculating forces [22],

based on high order integration techniques, which allows the computation of

more accurate forces while using fewer grid points. This development is im-

portant for MD applications as the reduction in error in the force calculations

reduces both the energy drift over time as well as center of mass drift. Further-

more, with our new high order technique, this improvement in accuracy can be
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obtained with a coarser grid spacing, which reduces the real world cost of each

step of the MD simulation, with either fewer SCF iterations to a converged

MD iteration or cheaper SCF iterations on the whole.

4.3 Results

For all tested molecules and parameters the high order integration

scheme (HO) conserved energy better than the traditional low order method

(LO). Energy conservation was tested by examining total energy evolution for

the O2 and C6H6 molecules across different values of the grid spacing param-

eter (h). In each case we excite vibrational modes of the molecule, impart no

initial kinetic energy, then integrate forward in time with timesteps of 1.0 fs.

The simplest such test was for an O2 molecule with an excited vibra-

tional mode along the direction of the bond. A few example trajectories of

such excitations are plotted in Figure 4.10 and show both the desired energy

evolution, the periodic bounded evolution observed for h = 0.3, and an un-

desirable and unreliable evolution, the irregular unbounded case for LO with

h = 0.4. These evolutions are also the first piece of evidence for the relative

strength of the HO scheme, as the irregular evolution only occurred in any of

our test cases for the LO algorithm.

For every grid spacing value where regular oscillations were measured,

the fractional size of the oscillations was smaller for the HO implementation.

In fact, the HO scheme was able to beat the 10% maximum drift heuristic

with h = 0.3 where the LO scheme requires h = 0.2 to beat the same metric.
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Performing a similar analysis for benzene, C6H6, demonstrates the

strength of the HO scheme for larger and more complex molecules. For these

molecular dynamics computations we intentionally excited a limited number

of longitudinal modes of the molecule to simplify normal mode analysis. En-

ergy drift over time is shown in Figure 4.11 with h = 0.3, the value for which

we see the most benefit from the HO integration. This case shows substantial

reductions in the magnitude of energy drift for the HO approach compared to

the LO.

4.4 Conclusions

We examine the effect of higher order stencils on several improvements

to Kohn-Sham DFT, including pseudopotential contributions through the use

of derived higher order stencils. In particular, the improvements made to pseu-

dopotential Kohn-Sham DFT in real space allow for great gains of accuracy at

the expense of additional computational requirements. Recognizing that for

large counts of M in certain medium simulation scale situations, the Hamil-

tonian operator scales as O(N + M2), we see that the number of grid points

surrounding the nuclei greatly impacts the computational and communication

costs of the Hamiltonian operator.

We explore tuning the prefactor of the M with changes that allow for

the decrease in a cutoff radii rlc. This result has large impact for load balancing

concerns at exascale. Importantly, the increased computational requirements

are well understood within the concept of a stored sparse Hamiltonian, which
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we visualize for the reader. Through the sparsity graphs, we compare the

higher order stencils with varying rlc of the pseudopotential to formulating a

multistep application of the Hamiltonian in the form of H2(x). We have fur-

thered an important understanding of the higher order stencils with regards to

the increased amount of data required, informing internode parallelism design

decisions going forward regarding both algorithm design of pseudopotential

real space DFT and design of future pseudopotentials.

We apply higher order stencils to both energy minimization and full

molecular dynamics runs. The higher order stencil reformulation of the nonlo-

cal component of the ionic potential improves on the level of grid spacing for

total energy convergence. The amount of energy drift in tested runs decreased

with the use of higher order stencils compared to their low order in the single

molecule test cases, O2 and C6H6. The higher order stencil’s reduction of en-

ergy drift within a molecular dynamics framework demonstrates the efficacy of

such higher order methods when requiring accurate, consistent forces. These

results suggest that interested parties should examine any parallel performant

formulation of higher order stencils for use in even larger simulations on new

systems where memory per core is at a premium.
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Figure 4.4: Real space nonlocal calculation grid point contributions for
H(H(x)) instead of H(x). Demonstrates required data to attempt to en-
capsulate two applications of the Hamiltonian operator in a single operator,
without communication between those two applications. The large increase in
the amount of interaction as shown by the increase in the bandwidth of the
Hamiltonian renders this strategy difficult.
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Figure 4.5: Real space finite difference operator stencil grid point contributions
for a single point’s contributions to the nonlocal integral. Colors depict number
of times a points is referenced in the sum of the stencils.
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Figure 4.6: Real space finite difference operator calculation grid point contri-
butions for one iterations worth of points. Colors depict number of times a
points is referenced in the sum of the stencils.
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Figure 4.7: Real space finite difference operator calculation grid point contri-
butions for one iterations worth of points. Colors depict number of times a
points is referenced in the sum of the stencils.
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Figure 4.8: Sparsity plot for carbon monoxide. The higher order stencils on a
virtual grid fill out the Hamiltonian through references to actual grid points,
causing the number of nonzero entries to increase dramatically. As the new
entries result from an outer product zzT , to save memory it is preferable to
store only the vector z and calculate the products on demand.
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Figure 4.9: Carbon dioxide in an manual relaxation energy minimization at-
tempt. We note that the application of higher order stencils drastically im-
proved the agreement with the correct bond length at higher grid spacing.
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Figure 4.10: The drift of various grid spacing using either the low order (LO)
or higher order (HO) integration approaches for O2. We note that the higher
order approach converges to the same sequence of total energies at a much
higher grid spacing than the low order approach.
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approach suffers from serious failures at h = 0.4
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